
When the Cleveland National Air Races began once again
in 1946, gone were the numerous “backyard” designs
created by skilled pilots and mechanics — aircraft that

pushed the boundaries of speed, but often with unusual and radi-
cal configurations. Instead, they were completely replaced by a
new generation of surplus ex-military fighters and bombers capa-
ble of not only more efficiency but also much higher speeds
around the pylons and on the transcontinental speed dashes. It is
telling that not even one of the pre-war racers was entered at the
reborn Cleveland event.

Buyers, pilots, and sponsors had a seemingly endless choice of
aircraft that could be converted into racers and an added plus was
that these machines could be obtained at what would be consid-
ered give-away prices. There were Lightnings, Airacobras,
Kingcobras, Corsairs, Super Corsairs, Invaders, and the list went on.
Perhaps the most desirable aircraft to bend around the pylons dur-
ing the Thompson Trophy race was the North American Mustang.
There was a problem: The Merlin-powered P-51D/K was still in first-
line service and only a very limited number were available at various
surplus sales. When it came to the older P-51B/C, the supply was
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The beautifully sleek lines of A-36A NX39502/Race 44 on the grass at the 1947 Cleveland National Air Races. Ken Everson’s name is painted
directly in front of the windscreen. Note how the upper cowling panel with the carburetor airscoop is unpainted and polished so perhaps it

was not painted on purpose. The wing had received a slight clip; hence the pitot tube being moved to the
leading edge of the right wing. 

greater and the same held true for the even earlier Allison-powered
Mustang variants.

Delving further into the earlier Mustang sub-variants, buyers could
find a few A-36A dive-bombers scattered through the nation’s various
surplus yards but the pickings were slim. The A-36A — sometimes called
the Invader, or Apache, but generally referred to as just a “Mustang,”
was, by WWII standards, a limited production machine. Only 500 were
built, but when turned loose in the combat zones, the A-36A proved to
be a very, very effective weapon. Losses were high due to accidents and
the attrition of combat and there was some thought of putting the dive-
bomber back into production but this did not happen. Effective in its

design role, once its bombs were gone the Invader turned into a for-
midable low- to medium-altitude fighter. With its armament of six .50-
cal Browning M2 machine guns (two in the lower nose, two in each
wing panel), the fighter could take on the best the enemy had to offer.

With the end of the Second World War, it appears that most of the
A-36As in the overseas combat zones were scrapped — either flying to
centralized bases or simply being cut up at their last operational com-
bat station. Stateside, a small number of examples had been retained
for training duties and these aircraft were flown to the various
Reconstruction Finance Corporation airfields for disposal (for example,
see “Chino’s Ghostly Dive-Bombers” in the Winter 2011 issue). William
T. Larkin’s excellent Surplus US WWII Aircraft (see ad in this issue) lists —
as of 24 January 1946 —  four A-36As at Walnut Ridge, Arkansas; three
at Stamford, Texas; three at Sikeston, Missouri; seven at Ontario,
California; one at Altus, Oklahoma, and six at Albuquerque, New
Mexico. There were probably a few more, but not many.

Buyers for surplus A-36A dive-bombers were few and far between
and we can only find the following that went on the US Civil Register
(once again, there could have been a couple more that were regis-
tered and then disappeared): A-36A 42-83665/NX39502, A-36A
42-83731, A-36A 42-83738/N4607V, and A-36A 
42-83769/NX54954.

We must admit there is a great deal of unknown information sur-
rounding our subject aircraft, A-36A 42-83665/NX39502. Painted in
front of the windscreen of Race 44 is “Ken Everson, Pilot.” We have
been able to find out little about Kendall Everson, but a bit more
about the sponsor. Essex Wire Corporation was started during 1930
in Detroit, Michigan, by World War One veteran Addison Holton. The
company rapidly grew and began acquiring other companies while
also developing a close relationship with Ford. During WWII Essex
produced enough magnetic wire to build the millions of transformers
used by America and its Allies. Essex plants also produced thou-
sands of miles of telephone wire for the Army Signal Corps 
as well as wiring harnesses for B-24 Liberators. After the war,
the company kept growing and in 1998 it became Superior
Essex, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia.

So, how did this rather nicely pre- pared racer show up
at the 1947 Cleveland Air Races? It is difficult to say, but
the sponsor, given the aviation wiring harness connec-
tion, was logical. We know little about the pilot but like
most of the other racers Ken was
probably an ex-

AT THE POST-WAR CLEVELAND NATIONAL AIR RACES, THE “HOT”
TICKET WAS THE MERLIN-POWERED P-51. HOWEVER, THE ALLISON-
EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT ENJOYED A BIT OF ADVANTAGE AT CLEVELAND’S

SEA-LEVEL ALTITUDE. WE PROFILE ONE PARTICLAR A-36A
BY HOWARD CARTERThe

FORGOTTEN
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Factory data plate for A-36A 42-83665.

Note the heavy exhaust staining
from the Allison. Ken Everson
came in second in the 1947
Kendall all-Mustang race.


